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2.

~

Hncoln Uboratmy
is being sponsored by the
Federal Aviation Adminismation FAA) m develop and test
the Teminal Doppler Weather hdar ~WR)
wind shear
smeillam
sysecm @umbuIl et al. 1989). & pan of tiIs
program fincoln bas developed algorithms for automatically
detecting microbura,
or thunderstorm outflows using the
radal velocity dam gathered from a single TDWR. Output
from the detection algorithms .will be used to warn aircraft
of mi~oburst hazards. ~tle
the sucwss in automarimlly
detecting microbursti using the Lincoln bboram~
microburst detection algorithm has been encouraging ~errin et
al. 1989), one issue which continues to muse concwn is microburst asymmet~.
Asymmetty, or aspect agle dependen=, in microbursti refers to outflows that have a divergent surface ou~ow stiength or extent that vwies depending
on the aspea (or viewing) angle of the radar.

Single-Doppler radar measurements were collected
in Denver during 1987 using the -Z
S-Band Lincoln bboratov) and W
C-Band University of Ninth Dakota) radars. As shown in Hgure 1, the UND radar was Iomted 20.3
h noti and 1.6 h eaw of the -2
radar. The radw s=nning was coordinated to cover microbursti that occumed in
favorable dual-Doppler regions. For each scan of an event,
the two-dimensional
wind field was calculated using the
multiple Doppler radar syntiesis system suggested by
Brown et al. (1981). Surface dual-Doppler wind fields at
250 meter resolution were synthesized from the radar radial
velocity fields. The paired radar sws were all surface tilts
(0.3”-0.5°) and had time differences of less than 1 minute.
h addition the beam intersection angle of the radars had
to be greater than 30” and less than 1S0” (denoted as the
shaded area in Figure 1).

The TOWR dektiion algorithms utitize input from
a single Doppler radac therefore, an aswmemic microbur%
may be undere~imated or go undetected if the radar is viewing the event from an aspect angle where the smength of
the ouflow is wed. Additionally, the size and Iomtion of
the event may be distofled w!en the outflow extent is signifi=ntly asymetiic.
Most of the present outiow modefing
and detection methods are based on the assumption of axial
~me~
both in the stiength and extent of outiows. ASP
met~ in microbursts, therefore, is a major concern for
TDWR microburst detection petfomance.

The raw two-dimensional
wind fields were then
smoothed using 3 iterations of a simple 3-by-3 median filwr, with 4 of 9 poinm required to be vahd. This smoothing
technique had the advantxge of filfing some small holes in
the dati without, anificially expanding the analysis region
greatly. The 107. tiimmed mean wind was then removed.
A trimmed mean waa used m reduce the impact of erroneous wind values on the mean wind. ~Is final petiurbation
wind field was used for all analyses.

Past work by W!lson et al. (1984) and Hits (1987,
1988) has indi~ted that some microbursw are highly asymmewic, for at least a ponion of their tifetime. However, this
previous work has been limited in scope to single “snap
shots” of the microbursts, generally at their pmk outflow
suength. Smength asymmetries from these previous smdies
indimted asymmet~
ratios (maximum over minimum
strength) ranging from 1.31 to as high as 6:1. None of the
studies dealt with shape (or extent) asymmcwies.

—

A wide variety of cases were chosen for Wis analysis
to obmin a representative sample of the microbursts found
in the Denver environment Cable 1). The ‘“scans” column
in Table 1indicates the number of observations of a particular event, “peak reflectivity” (surface) is listed to show that

~Is paper describes the results from a demiled study
of 96 individual obsewations from 27 microbwst events.
Measurements were @ken ti detimtine both the stiength
and extent of each microburst at multiple aspea angles. The
dam clearly show tiat microbursm, on average, have maximum swengths and extents which are 1.9:1 and 1.5:1 asymmetric, respectively.
1
‘n.
work destibed here was Vonsored by tie Federal Ariadon Adtihwation.
me Utited Smtes Govement awes
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both “wet” and “dry” microbursts were examined, and the
“maximum stiength” indicates the largest differential velWiry over all the aspect angles and observations of an ~vent.
2.1.

D~Y

The accuracy of the strength estimates used in this
analysis is on the order of +0.5 mls. However, the layering
of polar datz to Catiesian grids and the application of a median filter causes a general 15-20% reduction of raw velocity
measurement.
ThLs reduction is unifom and tiere fore does
not affect the asymmetiy statistics presented here. Since the
Wengths shown here would hkeiy be perceived in raw radar
datz at stightly higher levels, some weak microburst events
(<lOtis) were included in this analysis. Shape estimates
~i;i”i general accuracy of *0.35 ~.
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(surrounded by regions of convergence) were identified and
analyzed for multi-ceil and fine microbursts.
Once an event was drawn, the velocity difference
across evety unique gridpoint pair witiln the polygon was
mlculated, tiking into account the relative aspect angle of
the segment. Note that the differential velocity measurement
was calctdated between two points; no shear threshold waa
set for the intervening points. The strength calculations
were
only performed on points whose connecting lines were corn.
pletely contained wittin the defined polygon. It was assumed
that points within the polygon were gene~llY ~versent ~-.
cause thesides of thepolygon limit the strength analysis to
the microburst outflow region.
The relative aspect angle of the line formed by each
pair of gridpoints was determined by placing a fictitious radar 15 km from theentroid
of thepolygmt.As
shown in
Figure 3, the radar which has abeam parallel to the test
segment within the polygon (thick line on figure) defines the
aspect angle of that segment. In the example shown the aspect angle of the segment is 130” (relative to the event polY
gon, not the radar).
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Figure 2 illustrates the velocity trace along a fine segment passing through the center of a microburst. The see
ment between tie smfl and stip arrows indicates a region
where the radial velocity is gmerally increasing ~.e., a region of positive or divergent shear). To find these regions
of divergent microburst Outflow, fie peflurbatiOn wLnd field
wsexamined
visually, andaboundtng
polygon wassubjectively drawn around each microburst region.
hgeneral,
tbe sides Oftie polygon were drawn to
enclose the region of positive shear discussed above. The
shape of tie polygon was used to determine the outflow extint of themicroburs,
md was there fore impomnt in the
mlculationof microburst shape statistics. Thepofygons for
isolated microburstz (single distinct outflows) were fairly
easy to define. Complicated multi-cell or fine microbursti,
such as those discussed by Hjemfelt (19S5), were much
hinder to define using a single polygon. Consequently, only
the pofiions of the overall flow wilch had flsti?ct edges

90
MB POLYGON

@

150
180

I

Diagram (limfra<ing relative aspect Ongle Ca!cdoliom
Figu,e 3.
for aqmmeoy
analysis.

Differential velocity and shape measurements were
obuined from all possible aspect angles and then grouped
into one of eishteen aspect angle categories. The ~teg?ries
ravgcd from 0°+50(due Nofi), to 170”+S0 in tin degree
steps. Aspect angles over 1S0” were not considered bemuse
tiey generally reflect measurements made from O”-lSO”
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(though not exactiy due to the way relative aspect angles
were miculated). Other smtistiss such as mean wind and
peak reflectivity (magnimde, ex~nt and location) were also
measured.
~M

4.

OF N~M~Y

The ~W
system is designed to identify the location
and size of a microburst and estimak the maximum differential velocity of the event. Figure 4 shows the dualDoppler wind field for a microburst that is nearly symmetric
h smengtb and shape. A Doppler radar would find roughly
the sme stiengtb, location, md size for WIS event, regardless of its viewing angle. ~Is is the kind of symmet~ which,
in general, is curently assumed to exist for all microbursts.
However, there are primarily wo types of asymme~
that
may occur in microburs% swength and shape.
4.1.

tieti

Asvmmet r y

The stiengti asymme~
of an event is measured by
estimating me largest differential velocity within the miwoburst outflow at multiple aspect angles. Differential velocity
is the magnimde of the wind change between any wtt points
witiln the event. The severity of the aspect angle dependence for smengtb in an obsewation may be measured by
dividing the maximum strength by the minimum swengtb
over all aspect angles. A smength asymmem ratio of 1.0
would indicate a microburst perfectly swmewical with respect to stiength. The obsemation shown in Figure 4 has
a strength asyme~
of only 1.3:1 (20tis
+ 15ds).

angles is given in the graph directly above the \vind field.
Figure 6 shows the contours of radial velocity for a radar
viewing from the maximum strength aspect angle (O0, and
located 15 km from the centroid of the event shown in
Rgure S: Similarly, Rgure 7 shows the radial velocity contours for a rsdar radially aligned with the angle of \veakest
strength (90”). Note that rhe velocity field from the peak
viewing angle indicates a swong shear region with a peak
velocity differential of 24.3 mls. The radial velocity field
from the weak viewing angle, on the other hand, yields a
weak radially skewed velocity couplet with ped radal velocity of only 10.4 &s. The “skewed cOuP!et”. is a cOmmO~
occurrence in any asymmewic micrObursc unfOfiunately, lt may occur at any aspect angle (not just the minimum
strength angle) and therefore gives little insight on the tme
asymmetry of tbe event (filts 1988).
4.2.

Shaoe Asv mmetry

The shape asymmetry of an event is measured by es- “”
timating the largest spatial extent of the microburst outflow
at multiple aspect angles. ~e shape of an event (outflmv
extent) is measured by estimating the cross-distance from
one end of the outflow polygon to the other at a variety of
aspect angles. The level of aspect angle dependence for outflow extent is calculated by dividing the largest cross-dishnce by the smallest cross-dismnce over ail aspect angles.
The event shown in Figure 4 has a shape asymme~ of 1.2:1
(S.Sh
+ 4. Skin).

A single-Doppler radar will, in general, mtderestimate the mximum stiengtb of a micmburst swmtgly asymmetic in stengtb. The dual-Doppler wind field sh?m in
Mgure 5 reveals a microburst with a swength asymme~ ra:
ties of 2.3:1. The differential velocity trace over all aspect

—

FiEu,e 5.
Graph (1oP) indicatin~
~ari.tion ‘of measured
strenglh ,vith aspect angle?. Dual-Dop>/er wind Jield “(b.1:.,n) for
mic,obur$c O. JU!Y 16, 1987 UI
a shape and s1ren8!lh qmmetric
{gvn for .vc”l shot.. in center; con l.u,ed /in es
23:07:41 UT. po/Y<
ore of reflectivity at 0, 5, a“d 10 dBz.

KM EAST FROM FL-2
Fig.re 4,
D“ol-Doppler
wind field for a shape and st,e”~th
Vmmetric microbu,st o“ July 28, 1987a! 22:48:27 uT. Polyson
fo, event shown in ce”ler; conloured lines are of reflectively al
40, 45, ond 50 dBz.
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Contours of the radial velocity field (Imls intemah)
Figure 6.
exlracted from dual-Doppler
wind Jield in Fi8ure 5 relative to .
pctltiow
radar hc.led at a range OJ 15 km and an azimuth of O“.

A highly aspect-angle-dependent
outflow shape
makes it difficult to =pNre the shape, and sometimes cential Iomtimt, of the microburst using a single-Doppler radw. For example, the obsemation in figure 5 has a shape
asymme~
of 1.7:1. H we reexamirie the radial velocity
fields show in Figure 6 mtd Figure 7, we see differences
in not mdy the mengtis of the fields, but also the lomtion
of the peak stiengths. Fufier,
the extent of the event
(seuching for radials where the sweng~ is a fixed percentage of the peak at that angle) is signifi~tiy
different in
sim ad shape. Pafi of tils difference is mused by the
stiengti asymev,
but a major portion is ~u$ed by the
elongated physiml shape of the outflow.
5.

CHARA~RISTICS

Figwre 7.
Contours OJ lhe radial velocily field (Imls intemak)
exlr.cled from d.al-Dopple,
wind field in Figure 5 relative to a
fictitious rodar loc.ted.(
n ran8e of 15 km and an arimulh of 90”.

Hgure 11, does not vary significantly between wmk (tiln
sotid line) and moderate-swong
(dotted line) events.
Figure 9 and figure 11 (and fu~er smtistiml analy
ses not discussed here) indimte that the maximum strength
of an event has finle or no correlation with the degree of
Additionally, the two
the swengtb or shape asymme~.
fores of asymme~
are statistically unrelated. High or low
smengti asymme~
ratios are equally as tikeiy to have high
or low shape asymmetty ratios and vice-versa. None of the
microbursts parameters (mean wind speed, peak reflectivity,mength. etc.) analyzed during this stody showed significant correlation to the strength or shape asymmetry of individual obsewations.
In most instances, tbe azimuth angles of the maxi>m strength and extent shmvid no preferred orientation
th respect to the environment or each other. The ex=ptimt
.ttis u,as for those events \vith both high strenath (>2.3)
d shape (>1 .75) asymmetry ratios, for which orientation
,gles tended to be co-located G.e.. the peak strengtl~ ocrred along the largest cross-distance). However, the lim1

OF ASYMMffTRY

The characteristics of asymmetty may be divided into
WO categories general and event lifetime. The general :haraderistics are compiled using all the observations fisted in
Table 1. tifetime characteristics
are based only on the
events in Table 1 having more than 4 scans of the event.
.’ 5.1.

20

A

~

The evenw chosen for this analysis were randomly
chosen from those available during 1987 Denver operations
md, as such, the dlstiibution of maximum event suengtbs
is similar to that found by Bron & Isaminger (1988). The
maximum and minimum stiettgtbs for each obsewation are
shown in Figure 8. The aspect angle dependence of stiengtb
for all events is between 1.31 and 3.81, with a median value of 1.9:1. As shown in Figure 9, this cumulative probablh.
~ does not tia”ge signifiwntly between weak (Win sOlid
fine) and moderati-sUOng (dOfied fine) evenw.
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The maximum and minimum outflow extents for
each microburst obsewation are shown in Figure 10. Shape
asymme~
ratios for all events range from 1.1:1 to 2.4:1,
with a median value of 1.55:1. As for strengths, the cumulative frequency of shape asymmetrY ratiOs, as. shOwn in
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Ftg”re 8.
Statler diagram ill.slr.ting
spread OJ mmimum
minimum strengths for tach observation.
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itid number of roses which met ttils criteria makes the refi.
atility of this correlation uncenain.
5.2.

Ulfetime Cha racteristics

~ire
were only seven events which had more than
4 dual-Doppler scans, and were thus suimble for analysis

~

of fifetime

-

characteristics.

large enough to provide

in asymme~

,
8
2
3
STRENGTH ASYMMETRY RATIO (MAX/MIN)
F

0:

1

4

Cumuia!ive freque.~
of strength usymmelry
mmim”m sirenglh cim$es.

Figure 9.
for v.riom

ralios

This

is a limited

some estimate

data

set, but

of tie broad &anges

over an event’s Jifetime.

The orientation angle of both the maximum snength
and maximum cross-distance
remains relatively constant
(+10”) over the fifetime of the microburst. ~ls is imponmt.
in that a radar which is viewing an asymmewic event from =
an unfavorable angle (with respect to strength) will continue
to underestimate the strength of the event unless it nloves
into a more favorable position. At a ran~e of 15 km, an event
would need to move approximately 3 km to change the viewing angle by 10” (assuming motion is not directly away from
or toward the radar). For the seven event fifetimes analyzed,
the microbursts traveled a total distance (based on the polYgon centroid) of between 1 and 5 km. This small movement
would not likely be sufficient to obtain a more favorable
viewing angle.
The magnitude of thestrength orshapeasymmew
for isolated events tended to remain sable throughout the
event’s histo~. However, environmenml influences (other
microbursts, gust fronts, minor divergences) appeared to
muse signifi=nt fluctuations in the magnitude of the as~
metry over time.
6.

MAXIMUM OUTFLOW EXTENT(KM)

Figure 10.
tinlmum

Staffer diagram illwtr.ting spre.d of maimum

OWIPOWlc.gth

a“d

fo, each obsemolion.
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OF AS~M~Y

me assumption bas generally been made that microbursts are symmcwic events. The data presented here clearly
indicate that this is not the case. Perhaps a better represent6tionofmicroburst
strength andshape is an ellipse (fomed
by the maximum and minimum strength or extent of the
event). If an ellipse were used torepresent microburst out.
flows, then a parameter P (strengti or shape) may be preticted at any aspect angle@ usine the formula in fieure 12.
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vations.

Figure

[

theellip1ic41 distribuIio”

oIstreng(hud

was appfied to all the microburst

13shows

ascatter

diagram

oftie

obsermeasured

srsength versus the strength predicted with tils fomda
for
all obsemations
and aspect angles. The overall comelation

=
1.5

2.5

2.

SHAPE ASYMMETRY RATIO (MAXIMIN)
Figure 1 I., Cumulative frequen~ of shape asymmelry
va,ious wzimum
strength cl~ses.

ratios for

for all aspect angles was 0.92 for swengtft and 0.96 for shape
(not shown). The angle between the maximum and minimumstrengtb
OrientitiOn angles is70”-90” in0ver70V00f
tbe cases, and the same was tie for crossd!stances,
h
elliptical representation of microburst strength snd shape
parameters gives a surprisingly gOOd fit Over a wide range
of strengths and extents.
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A non-aspect
tation of this ellipse

angle dependent

measure

of the orien-

would clearly be helpful. As nokd ear fier, none of the parameters examined in this analysis were
found to indicate the oriettmtion or degree of the asvmem.
h most roses, asymmetry appeared to be a function of ~e
Iomtion of the microburst relative to other microbursts or
weak divergence regions. Stiong outflows would push into
weak outflows, tberehy diztoting the flow of tie weaker
event. Obsewationally,
isolated microbursta appear to be
more symmewic than tine or multiple microbursta. However,
even isolated microburata have some asymme~ which ap
pears to be, in paft, a function of the complexity of the environmenml flow.
7.

WORK

,~

While the analysis presented

above

is sufficient

to

describe microburst asymmetiy
in Denver’s unique weather
environment,
microbursts from other regions of the counfJy
should also be examined.

The TDWR

testbed

from

wtich

in Kansas CIfy, MO durins
1989, and is currently operating in Orlando, ~. ~ese data
should be examined for asymetfy
to sunfim or modify
the restdfa presented here.

the dam were

taken

operated

The point-to-point method of calculating differential
velocity, while simple to implement and efficient m use, requires the assumption that intewening wind data points are
tivergent. Careful scrutiny of both the wind fields and event
polygons helps to reduce any potential analysis problems.
h the future, however, it may be beneficial to search for
fine “segments” within the polygon which have generally
positive shear along their length.
Finally, the mechanism
for creating asymme~
needs to be untirstood.
The environmental flow, proximity
and orientation to other eventa, and even the topography of
the land underlying microburst maybe a factor. A thorough
analysis of the interaction of microbursta with their surrounding envirmtmenml flow would be wotihwbile. A comparison of Denver, CO (sloping terrain) and Orlando, ~
(flat wetlands) may yield some insisht on the effect of terrain on asymme~.
8.

SUMMARY

& CONCLUSIONS

Over 27 events encompassing 96 total observations
of microbursts were examined for asymmetiy. There were
two types of asymmetiy which were studied: strength and
shape. The median strength and shape asymmety ratios,
for the cases presented here, were 1.9:1 and 1.55:1, respec26
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tively. The representation

of microbursts as symmetric flows

is clearly inaccurate.
The magnitude o! the shape and strength asymmetV
ratios were found to be independent of the magnifttdes of
the maximum cross-distance (shape) and strength measurement. No preferred orienmtimt ansles were found for maximum stiength or shape, althoush the orienfstimf ansles did
remain relatively stable throughout the fifetie
of the
event3.
Wsed on tiese findings, a sinSle-Doppler radar has
an equal chance of viewing a microburst of all sizes and
stiensths from myrandom aspect angle. ~erefore,
tfteradar will underestimate the overall m~imum suength of the
event, mtaverage, byapproximately
30To@asedon metian
smengti asymmetw ratio of 1.91). The primav cause of
asymmetry (or at least flucmations in iw magnitude) inmicrobursts appears to be the proximity of other wind shear
events (Sust fronts, microbursts, or weak divergences).
mere appear to be no reliable, sinsle Doppler-radar based
measurements
(reflectivity, peak radial suengfh, mean
wind, etc.) which indicate the severity or orienmti?n of
asymetfy
in microbursts.
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